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Abstract—This report presents an adaptive work-efficient ap-
proach for implementing the Connected Components algorithm
on GPUs. The results show a considerable increase in perfor-
mance (up to 6.8×) over current state-of-the-art solutions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Finding the Connected Components (CC) of a graph is a
fundamental algorithm, often used as a pre-processing step for
other graph algorithms. Parallel CC algorithms exhibit fine-
grain parallelization opportunities, as have been explored in
the literature [1], [2]. In particular, two parallel approaches
are prominently used for CC, namely Label Propagation and
“Hook-Shortcut”. Soman et. al. [3] implemented a parallel
GPU variant of Hook-Shortcut, showing that GPUs are bene-
ficial for CC computation despite the inherent irregularity of
the algorithm.
This report presents an adaptive variant of Hook-Shortcut
CC, focusing on the two core operations of the algorithm and
implementing them in a device-centric approach. By doing so,
we improve the work-efficiency of the algorithm, increase its
performance, and reduce CPU-GPU round-trips to minimum.
We demonstrate that the algorithm is highly efficient on a wide
variety of graph types.
II. EXISTING APPROACHES
In graph theory, a connected component of an undirected
graph G = {V,E} is defined as a subset of vertices ν ⊆ V ,
in which each two vertices are connected via an edge path.
Computing the connected components {νi}Ni=1 of a graph,
where N is the number of components, is thus defined by
assigning a unique component ID Ci to each of the vertices
v ∈ νi. In practice, the component ID is determined by an
index of some representative vertex in ν.
Straightforward sequential solutions for CC are based on
graph traversal, propagating the unique component ID, called
label, via neighboring vertices until the entire component is
labeled. Label propagation can be parallelized by initializing
each vertex with a unique ID, disseminating vertex labels in
parallel according to a global rule, such as minimal/maximal
vertex index.
Shiloach and Vishkin [2] introduced a different parallel
algorithm for CC, based on two operations called “Hooking”
and “Shortcutting”. Rather than propagating values through
the graph, this variant transforms the input graph into trees,
iteratively connecting those trees and reducing their depth. The
algorithm converges when the graph is converted into a forest
of depth-one trees, each representing a different component.
Specifically, this variant defines two core procedures: (i) Hook,
which, given an edge (u, v) ∈ E, attempts to connect the two
trees that u and v belong to (if not already connected); and (ii)
Shortcut, which replaces the parent of each tree vertex with its
grand-parent, reducing the tree depth. The process alternates
between the Hook and Shortcut operations until convergence.
Soman et al. [3] propose a variant of the Hook-Shortcut
CC, where the Shortcut operation is replaced by Compression,
which consecutively performs Shortcutting (called “Jump”
operations in this variant) until each tree is reduced into
a single-level “star” (depth-one tree). Hence, the algorithm
iteratively alternates between Hook and Compress operations,
reducing the number of iterations until convergence.
procedure ConnectedComponents(G(V,E)):
1: let pi : pi(vertex)← vertex
2: repeat
3: for all e in E do in parallel
4: Hook(e, pi)
5: end for
6: repeat
7: for all v in V do in parallel
8: Jump(v, pi)
9: end for
10: until Jump performs no change in pi
11: until Hook performs no change in pi
12: return pi
Fig. 1: Hook-Compress Connected Components
Fig. 1 depicts the Hook-Compress implementation for
GPUs, proposed by Soman et al. [3]. The algorithm begins by
defining a workspace pi for the component trees, initializing
each vertex to point to itself (line 1). Then, the algorithm
iteratively performs Hook rounds (lines 3-5) followed by
one or more Jump calls (lines 6-10), flattening the trees by
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device procedure Hook(edge(u, v), pi):
1: H ← max{pi(u), pi(v)}
2: L← min{pi(u), pi(v)}
3: pi(H)← L
device procedure Jump(v, pi):
1: pi(v)← pi(pi(v))
Fig. 2: Hook-Compress GPU Methods
iteratively assigning pi(v)← pi(pi(v)) for each v ∈ V .
The corresponding Hook-Compress GPU kernels are
presented in Fig. 2. As seen in the figure, although parallel
Hook calls may perform concurrent writes to the same memory
locations (Hook procedure, line 3), its implementation is
atomic-free (i.e., does not use atomic operations). This is
supported by the overall algorithm logic, which assures every
Hook operation will eventually succeed before converging.
The Hook procedure also uses a global high-to-low hooking
rule for avoiding possible tree cycles.
III. WORK-EFFICIENT CONNECTED COMPONENTS
This section proposes a work-efficient approach for im-
plementing Hook-Compress CC on the GPU. This approach
redefines the two core operations of the algorithm, Hook and
Compress, moving the control-flow to the GPU. We show that
the variant is scalable, minimizes CPU-GPU communication,
adaptive with respect to graph properties (e.g., average degree),
and converges faster than existing approaches. Below, we
describe the algorithm and elaborate on its work-efficiency
and adaptability properties.
A. Work-Efficiency
The proposed CC algorithm is composed of two GPU
kernels: Multi-Jump and Atomic-Hook.
In Multi-Jump, instead of performing multiple single-level
Jump operations, we fuse an entire Compress phase into a
single kernel. This kernel, shown in the bottom portion of
Fig. 3, replaces lines 6-10 in Fig. 1 with a single parallel
invocation.
We note two important optimizations in our Multi-Jump
procedure: (i) the procedure constantly writes an updated
value to pi(v) even though one final write would suffice;
and (ii), the parallel kernel is scheduled with partial order,
starting from the top-most vertices in the component trees
(lower indices) and going down to the leaves (higher indices).
The two optimizations decrease the number of iterations each
device-thread must perform, hence reducing thread-divergence
introduced by the irregular while loop.
The second kernel is an Atomic-Hook procedure. This
kernel uses atomic Compare-And-Swap (CAS) operations to
traverse the component trees until a hook operation can
device procedure AtomicHook(edge(u, v), pi):
1: while pi(u) 6= pi(v) do
2: H ← max{pi(u), pi(v)}
3: L← min{pi(u), pi(v)}
4: lock pi(H) . (atomic CAS)
5: if pi(H) = H : then
6: pi(H)← L
7: return
8: else
9: u← pi(H)
10: v ← L
11: end if
12: end lock
13: end while
device procedure MultiJump(v, pi):
1: while pi(pi(v)) 6= pi(v) do
2: pi(v)← pi(pi(v))
3: end while
Fig. 3: Atomic-Hook and Multi-Jump Kernels
be verified to succeed, without overriding other concurrent
hook operations. This eliminates the need for the CPU-side
convergence loop in lines 2-11 of Fig. 1.
The Atomic-Hook procedure, depicted in the top portion
of Fig. 3, begins by finding the parents of both (u, v) and
determining their high-low order for global consensus (lines
1-3). Then, with an atomic CAS operation, pi(H) is locked
and checked; if H is the root of a tree, then it can be used for
hooking the entire tree without overriding any other pointer,
hence the procedure assigns L to be its parent and exits
successfully (lines 5-7). Otherwise, the procedure recursively
considers (pi(H), L) to be the new (u, v) edge to connect (lines
9-10) at the next iteration. The recursive logic continues until
successfully acquiring a root (line 5), or if discovering the two
component trees are already connected (line 1).
B. Adaptability
Using the above two kernels, one could possibly solve CC
with only two kernel calls: a single Atomic-Hook (guarantee-
ing component tree connectivity), followed by a Multi-Jump
operation for compressing all component trees into “stars”.
Performing a single Atomic-Hook may be more efficient
than several non-atomic Hooks, but it eliminates the abil-
ity to perform constant Compress operations between each
Hook round, which may degrade the overall performance.
For enabling intermediate tree compressions we introduce
segmentation, i.e. splitting the input graph into distinct edge-
list segments and performing Compress operations between
atomic segment Hooks. Below we describe a heuristic method
for selecting the optimal number of edge-list segments to split
into.
We highlight two observations, both related to the ratio
between the number of edges |E|, and the number of vertices
|V | (i.e. the average vertex degree) of the input graph.
First, atomic operations within the Atomic-Hook procedure
are performed on the component trees workspace, which has
|V | memory size. As a result, the true parallelism of atomic
operations is bounded by the number of vertices, creating a
growing atomic contention as average degree increases.
Second, unlike the Hook step, which has O(|E|) complexity,
the Compress step is performed over vertices and hence has
O(|V |) complexity. As the number of edges grows compared
to the number of vertices, the cost of Compress operations
becomes a minor percentage of the overall run-time cost, and
performing more intermediate compressions may be beneficial.
Based on these observations, we suggest a heuristic method
to determine the best segmentation, is to split the graph into
2|E|/|V | segments (the average degree), effectively perform-
ing Atomic-Hook operations over edge-list segments of size
≈ |V | each followed by a full O(|V |) Compress.
This way, Hook operations are always performed over
segments proportional to the |V | memory workspace, reducing
atomic contention. Each such segment Hook, is followed by
a Compress operation, flattening all component trees and
minimizing atomic operations for the next segment Hook. As
average degree increases, more Compress operations will be
performed, but their O(|V |) cost becomes minor compared to
the dominating O(|E|) complexity of the overall algorithm.
procedure AdaptiveConnectedComponents(G(V,E)):
1: let pi : pi(vertex)← vertex
2: let s← 2|E|/|V | . (average degree)
3: let {Ei}si=1 be s distinct subsets of E
4: for i← 1, s do
5: for all e in Ei do in parallel
6: AtomicHook(e, pi)
7: end for
8: for all v in V do in parallel
9: MultiJump(v, pi)
10: end for
11: end for
12: return pi
Fig. 4: Adaptive Hook-Compress
Fig. 4 shows the final host-side pseudocode for Adaptive
Connected Components.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Our experimental setup consists of an NVIDIA Tesla M60
(Maxwell architecture) GPU, containing 16 multiprocessors
with 128 cores each. We evaluated four graph instances of
different types, as listed in Table I.
Fig. 5 compares the baseline Soman [3] code with our
approach, gradually adding Multi-Jump, Atomic-Hook, and
TABLE I: Graph Properties
Name Nodes Edges Avg. Max Size
Degree Degree (GB)
Road Maps
usa-osm [4] 24M 58M 2.41 9 0.62
euro-osm-karls [5] 174M 348M 2.00 15 3.90
Social Networks
soc-live-journal [6] 5M 69M 14.23 20,293 0.56
Synthetic Graphs
kron-logn21 [7] 2M 182M 86.82 213,904 1.40
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Fig. 5: Adaptive Connected Components Performance (lower
is better)
Adaptability. The figure shows that the adaptive version con-
sistently outperforms the other versions. Observe that Multi-
Jump improves performance in all graph types, whereas
Atomic-Hook exhibits improvement when adapting the num-
ber of segments based on the given input graph. For the best
segmentation, we achieve consistent speedups over the current
state-of-the-art [3] ranging from 4.15× to 6.76×.
Also note that for graphs like kron-logn21 and soc-live-
journal [7], [6] which have a relatively high average degree,
the effect of the Multi-Jump optimization is minor (1.02×
and 1.14× respectively) because it only affects Compress
operations, which have a small O(|V |) complexity in these
cases.
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Fig. 6: Segmentation Speedup
Fig. 6 shows the segmentation speedup over the Atomic-
Hook baseline (single segment) for various graphs on the av-
erage degree spectrum. For all tested graphs, the figure shows
that the speedup is maximal when segmenting into 2|E|/|V |
segments. These results coincide with the explanation behind
the adaptive heuristic, as described in Section III-B.
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